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SHARP/NEC ENTRANCE FLOW MANAGEMENT

Controlling the number of people in-store to support retailers’ Covid-safety obligations
Addressing an immediate need within the retail space, Sharp/NEC’s Entrance Flow Management is a dynamic customer counting and 
communication solution. Designed to help keep staff and shoppers safe by monitoring and controlling the flow of people entering and 
exiting an area, visitors are alerted once capacity has been reached, in order to limit congestion and aid social distancing.

Through collaboration with Intuiface and Nexmosphere, and utilizing the NEC V Series Brightsign Bundle, the complete Entrance Flow 
Management is an all-in-one solution providing retail systems integrators with a customisable, ready-to-install solution.

The X-Eye Presence sensor from Nexmosphere is a narrow-beam IR sensor 
which detects if a person is present, and their proximity to the sensor.

When the X-Eye Presence sensor is placed at both the store entrance 
and exit, the automated system keeps a dynamic record of the number of 
current visitors and, based on a real-time comparison to the store’s capacity, 
displays either an Enter or Wait message via the NEC signage screen.

Multiple entrances and exits can be networked to support larger stores, 
with zoned areas to manage in-store customer movement. 

A proven partnership in retail systems
The combination of Intuiface’s expertise in interactive digital signage 
software and sensor technology for retail from Nexmosphere, with 
Sharp/NEC’s professional display technology and embedded computing, 
results in a seamless partnership and single source solution ready for 
deployment.

Intuiface and Nexmosphere have an established partnership in delivering 
meaningful in-store interactive experiences that lead to greater customer 
engagement and sales conversion.

The Entrance Flow Management solution combines Intuiface’s underlying 
platform, Nexmosphere’s technical excellence, and high-quality NEC 
displays that leverage the integrated HO523 OPS from BrightSign, to 
deliver the best retailer and customer experience.

Intuiface – the only no-code software 
platform dedicated to the delivery of 
interactive digital signage.

Nexmosphere – the market leader in interactive 
sensors and controls for retail environments.

Sensor-based technology

The integrated Entrance Flow Management solution is cost-effective and 
highly efficient, making it ideal for integrators working in the retail space 
to supply and install.

Intuiface’s no-code content creation platform allows screen content to be 
entirely customisable to support any retail context and brand identity.

System integrators have the flexibility to adapt to local needs or integrate 
complementary signage content.

Entirely customisable
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